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millionaire architect, always had
The Millionaire's Inexperienced

a beautiful woman in his bed.

Love-Slave Miranda Lee

When he met Sharni Johnson, a

2008-08-01 Adrian Palmer, a

pretty young widow, she
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seemed perfect for his wicked

was so infinitely desirable, he

brand of seduction. And wicked

wasn't sure this union could ever

it was; he was blown away by

be strictly business... Promoted to

the intensity of their

Wife - Paula Roe Running a

lovemaking. But Sharni was not a

multibillion-dollar company

one-night-stand kind of girl.

meant long hours for Zac

Adrian was prepared to do

Prescott. Thankfully, his efficient

anything to have her--but there

assistant made the workload

was one problem: he was the

almost bearable. Theirs was a

spitting image of Sharni's late

strictly professional

husband....

relationship...until the night

The Millionaire's Aussie

Emily Reynolds finally let her

Christmas - 3 Book Box Set

hair down. And the tycoon took

Robyn Grady 2014-12-01 The

full advantage by stealing a kiss.

Magnate's Marriage Demand -

Suddenly, all Zac could

Robyn Grady Marriage and

concentrate on was his once

children played no part in

plain-Jane secretary. Too bad that

Armand De Luca's plans. Then

after the kiss, she'd quit! Could he

the hard-driving tycoon learned

lure her back with better

he had to marry—and produce an

prospects...and add some pleasure

heir—or lose his company. When

to the job description? Or was

he discovered his late brother had

Emily looking for the ultimate

fathered an as yet unborn child,

promotion...to wife? The

Armand saw the perfect

Millionaire's Seductive Revenge

opportunity. But expectant

- Maxine Sullivan Millionaire

mother Tamara Kendle was not

Brant Matthews's desire for his

at all sure she wanted any part of

secretary only fully ignited

Armand, his millions or his

when she became engaged to his

convenient marriage. And she

business partner. Brant knew Kia
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was not in love with the other

of a group of uncouth men set to

man and set out to discover what

journey through the Australian

game she was playing. A

desert, guided by the

startling request to be a “pretend

disturbingly attractive Thaddeus

fiancee” allowed Kia a respite

Nolan. Expecting the amenities

from Brant's relentless pursuit.

of a posh Sydney hotel suite,

Surely he wouldn't seduce her

Chelsea finds herself instead

believing she belonged to

having to bear up to the rigors of

another man. But Kia had

a life that is altogether unfamiliar

severely underestimated how

to her. She suffers the swarming

much Brant wanted her...or the

flies, punishing heat, masses of

revenge he would evoke when

mosquitoes, and a backside

he revealed her engagement

bruised from being forced to

ruse.

travel by camel, yet still the

A Man Worthy Cassandra

desert manages to captivate her

Ormand 2014-09-23 From RWA

with its beauty and mystery.

Award-Winning Author,

Under a relentless sun, through

Cassandra Ormand! Thaddeus

the trials of an unforgiving land,

Nolan is the quintessential alpha

she comes to know herself like

male. Drop a pampered rich girl

never before. And she realizes

into the Australian outback, add a

that she is engaged to the wrong

healthy dose of male sex appeal

man. It’s Thaddeus Nolan she

with no time or patience for the

wants, the rugged outdoorsman

demands of a woman wearing

who doesn’t fit into her circle of

high heels, and you either get a

society. Australia, Romance

serious battle of wills or a

★★★★★ Beautiful Love Story.

firestorm of chemistry. A mix-up

A romantic story usually

in travel plans thrusts Chelsea

involves only two people, and for

Bowden of Boston into the midst

A Man Worthy (Romance)
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Australian safari guide Thaddeus

lovers. Hence, as a reader, you

Nolan and American financial

can identify with the character.

analyst Chelsea Bowden are the

Add the fact that the characters

two lovers. But, there are other

are so fleshed out nicely, even

"loves" in this love story, that for

the supporting ones, there really

lack of a better word, I have to

is a lot to take in and enjoy in the

call a "pentangle". The Australian

story. This book is PG 13 due to

outback, a dingo named Buckie

situational drama of travelling in

and a camel named Cornelius are

the Australian outback. There is

active participants in this

one mild sex scene. ★★★★★

romance. This is the second book

Great! The book was well

by Cassandra Ormand that I have

written and interesting. the

read and once again, she did not

characters were fun and full of

disappoint. The first one was A

life. Thank you for a product

Lover's Moon (Romance)

worth purchasing. ★★★★★

wherein the love story took

Great Romance. I could not put

place in the South Dakota

this book down, I loved the

Badlands. The two books are

twists and turns. Great adventure

similar in the sense that Ms.

in Australia; which is heated up

Ormand's description of the

with love and the struggle

setting is so compelling that you

between a man and woman from

can actually feel the heat and the

two different worlds. Great

insect bites, the roughness of the

addition to Contemporary

stones and most of all, you can see

Romance Greats like those of

the beauty of the place in your

Addison Moore and Tracy

mind's eye. And that's only the

Brogan

bonus! The real meat is the love

Singapore Fling with the

story itself. Cassandra Ormand

Millionaire Michelle Douglas

gives you the POV of both

2020-10-01 Two weeks in
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Singapore… …a deal to change

one who believes she only gets

everything Designer Christy

involved with men for their

Minslow’s put everything into

money. As long as she has kept

her fashion brand. Now she

up her charade, Brant has stayed

wants to focus on her designs, not

away from her… But every time

balancing the books. When

she gets close to him, her whole

billionaire James Cooper-Ford

body ignites!

invites her to discuss buying her

Austin Elliot Henry Kingsley

out, she’s intrigued! After a past

1895

bitter betrayal, she’s cautious of

AUSTRALIA'S MAVERICK

James’s reputation. But in reality,

MILLIONAIRE Margaret Way

there’s more to him than meets

2020-10-13 Their backgrounds

the eye. He’s funny, charming,

couldn’t be more different, but

attractive…and quite possibly just

Clio has been smitten with Josh

the holiday fling she needs!

ever since he saved her little

THE MILLIONAIRE'S

sister from drowning decades

SEDUCTIVE REVENGE Maxine

ago. And though Josh had always

Sullivan 2019-03-22 Kia, playing

been written off as a bad seed,

the part of her boss’s fiancée at a

he’s now a successful

party, again finds herself the

businessman and popular

object of Brant’s bold,

playboy. There’s a darkness he

unrestrained stare. Brant is her

can’t shake that keeps him from

boss’s joint manager, and ever

opening up to her, but Clio

since they first met, his

refuses to give up on him. Will

animosity and attraction for her

her love be able to reach him?

have been obvious. Kia is

The Australian Millionaire's

determined she will never fall

Love-Child Robyn Grady

into the hands of a notorious

2008-07-01 Sophie Gruebella is

playboy like him, especially not

happy with her single life—
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until she overhears her friends

masquerade as Wolfe’s girlfriend

discussing why she's still single!

while she uncovers who slipped

Could this be why she falls into

malicious code into his

bed with a man who's her

corporation’s computer systems is

complete opposite? Cooper Smith

no problem. But when Kat’s past

is as driven as he's drop-dead

catches up to her and their fake

gorgeous! Cooper has life all

relationship starts to feel a little

planned out and his night with

too real, problems are all she

Sophie was amazing, but—on

seems to have. Each book in the

mutual agreement—not to be

Guide to Love series is a

repeated. Three months later: the

standalone, full-length story that

stick has turned pink. Sophie's

can be enjoyed out of order.

expecting…and Cooper has just

Series Order: Book #1 Played by

proposed a shotgun marriage….

the Billionaire Book #2 His

Masquerading with the

Billion Dollar Dilemma Book #3

Billionaire Alexia Adams

Masquerading with the

2017-03-13 World-renowned

Billionaire

jewelry designer Remington

How to Bed a Millionaire Dieter

Wolfe is competing for the

Moitzi 2021-06-28 Take a

commission of a lifetime and

scrawny French student and a

someone is trying to destroy his

hunky housekeeper; put them in

company from the inside. He’s in

a swanky summer villa; add a

for more than one surprise when

pink car named Sean and a

his unexpected rescuer turns out

ruggedly handsome delivery

to be a sexy computer specialist

man-and voilà a sunny-funny

with a sharp tongue and even

summer romance. Twenty-year-

sharper mind. Kat Smith is a

old Trevor is overjoyed. An

cyber-security expert and master

Australian millionaire offers him

of disguise. So being assigned to

the summer job of his dreams: to
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catalog the library of his summer

Kingsley 1895

house in Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat-

Bargain with the Billionaire

one of the ritziest and most

Collection Sarah Morgan

exclusive spots on the Côte

2019-05-13 Get swept away with

d'Azur. What unnerves him,

these classic billionaire romances

however, is the presence of a

by four talented Presents authors,

young housekeeper who turns

all in one exciting collection!

out to be as drop-dead gorgeous as

Million-Dollar Love-Child by

he is stilted, obnoxious, and

Sarah Morgan Kimberley

conspicuously straight. Of course,

Townsend’s little boy is in

Trevor's quirky sass and light-

danger, and the only person who

hearted banter soon create an

can help is his father, Brazilian

atmosphere of crackling tension

billionaire Luc Santoro. Luc

between the two men. What if

doesn’t even know his son even

the housekeeper isn't as straight

exists, and believes Kimberley to

as Trevor thinks? What if Trevor

be a lying gold digger. He’ll give

is just the kind of person that

her the money, but he wants

housekeeper has been looking for

something in return… Yet

all his life? And what if things

Kimberley’s no longer the naive

aren't exactly what they seem?

virgin he bedded years ago. And

Single Dad Seeking... /Millionaire

she’s about to make him lose

Dad's SOS/a Second Chance for

control in ways he never

the Single Dad/a Home with the

imagined…! Claiming His One-

Rancher April Arrington

Night Baby by Michelle Smart

2021-09-15 Synopsis coming

One night… Seeing Natasha

soon.......

Pellegrini at her husband’s

Half-hours with the Hindus John

funeral propels Matteo Manaserro

J. Pool 1894

back to a time before she

Mademoiselle Mathilde Henry

shattered his trust. Caught in a
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potent mix of emotion, they

for Abby’s diamond ring. But to

surrender to their explosive

protect her reputation he agrees

passion! One secret… Unable to

to a convenient arrangement…

share the truth about her sexless

Except Abby’s effervescence

marriage, Natasha was a virgin

kindles a fire he’s tempted to

until Matteo’s touch branded her

indulge. And uncovering her

as his. One baby… When Matteo

innocence compels Luke to

discovers Natasha is pregnant he

initiate his temporary fiancée

knows they must present a

into all the sinful delights of the

united front. He might never

bridal bed! Blackmailed Down

trust her—but he’s intent on

the Aisle by Louise Fuller

claiming his baby. Except he

ÔWhat’s it to be—me, or the

hasn’t bargained on their

police?’ Out-of-work actress Daisy

insatiable chemistry binding

Maddox would do anything for

them together so completely! A

her brother—even sneak into a

Virgin for a Vow by Melanie

sleek New York office to return

Milburne London’s top

the watch he stole from

relationship columnist Abby Hart

billionaire Rollo Fleming. When

can’t tell anyone her biggest

Rollo catches her red-handed,

secret: not only is her perfect

Daisy is completely at his mercy.

fiancé entirely fictional, she is

But Rollo needs a wife to seal a

also utterly untouched. Invited to

deal, and events soon take a wild

attend a prestigious charity ball

turn—he demands Daisy become

with her Ôhusband-to-be’, she

his temporary wife! Swept into

throws herself upon the mercy

Rollo’s world, Daisy’s caught in

of brooding millionaire Luke

an intense tangle of emotions.

Shelverton. After his own

And with every searing kiss,

engagement ended tragically,

Daisy’s guard melts, as she

Luke is reluctant to take credit

discovers there are unexpected,
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pleasurable advantages to being

breaking the terms of her own

blackmailed down the aisle…

watertight contract?

The Spectator 1875

One Night with Her Millionaire

Valentin and Number Seventeen

Boss Kandy Shepherd 2020-04-01

Henry Kingsley 1895

Always the groomsman, never

The Millionaire's Proposition

the groom… …until one night

Avril Tremayne 2015-04-01 Book

changes everything. Ned Hudson

2 in Sydney's Most Eligible…

has always known his

These guys are sexy, successful

destiny—to inherit and run his

and the talk of Sydney! A

family’s rural Australian estate.

"friends with benefits"

Now, ready to settle down, his

arrangement? • Two nights a

“wife wish list” is exact…so why

week • Strictly confidential • One

can’t he get city-girl Freya

month only… It may have been

Delaney off his mind? When

his proposition, but lawyer Kate

Freya arrives to photograph his

Cleary is so buttoned up she

historic home, a spark ignites.

whips out a contract for them

And after one night of passion has

both to sign! With her high heels

unintended consequences, he

and stockings, all Scott Knight

might just find himself throwing

can do is sign and move to the

the list out the window! “Falling

implementation stage! Kate

for the Secret Princess is a sweet

couldn't be more jaded about

and swoon-worthy romance.

relationships. After all, she is in

Author Kandy Shepherd wrote

the business of ending marriages!

this beautiful romance which

Millionaire architect Scott might

would take you far, far away….

be seriously sexy, but he's also a

As a romance reader this is the

complicated enigma. One she's

ultimate escape. The storyline

quickly becoming determined to

had plenty of twists and turns

solve…even if that means

and would keep you engrossed
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till the end. Highly

the local sweetheart….

recommended for all readers of

Confessions of a Millionaire's

romance.” —Goodreads “Kandy

Mistress Ava Reilly 2015-01-02

Shepherd is my go-to author for

'The morning after meeting

fun, emotional romances and

Hugh, I was heading out the door

Second Chance with the Single

when I saw I had a new message.

Dad proves once again her skill at

I opened it cautiously and saw six

weaving memorable, heart-felt

words that made my heart skip a

stories. Shepherd deserves every

beat. I need to see you again.'

award she has received so far in

Ava Reilly was just starting her

her writing career and a whole

career in PR when she was sent

lot more.” —Goodreads

to meet one of the industry's

Australia's Maverick Millionaire

major players. She was naive to

Margaret Way 2011-10-04 Clio

the ways of the entertainment

Templeton has loved Josh Hart

business, but was determined to

since she was nine years old,

make a good impression. What

when he saved her cousin from

she wasn't prepared for was the

drowning. She's never forgotten

electricity she would feel

how his cheek felt beneath her

between them from the moment

lips as she rewarded him with a

of their first meeting. Soon they

kiss. Years later, Josh has

had embarked on a stormy,

returned to the town that wrote

seductive love affair, with

him off as a bad seed—and the

liaisons in opulent hotels across

one woman who saw the true

Australia and around the world.

bravery beneath his bravado. But

The thrill of their encounters

the small town has a long

was tainted by constant pressure

memory, and he can't risk the

to keep their relationship out of

darkness of his past casting a

the public eye, as the danger of

shadow over the shining light of

being discovered could put not
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only their personal lives but their

Businessman, His Gorgeous Wife,

professional lives at risk. Ava also

and the Divorce That Ended in

felt the weight of her conscience

Murder by veteran true crime

- she had never, ever imagined

writer and New York Times

herself as the other woman.

bestselling author John Glatt A

However, it had been a long time

MARRIAGE: DESTROYED

since she'd been able to truly

They were a picture-perfect

trust a man, and Hugh seemed to

family-until a bitter divorce

be only one who could come

drove Darren Mack over the

close to breaking down the

edge. A Reno millionaire, Mack

protective walls Ava had built

was ordered by the court to pay

around her heart. Working day

his wife $10,000 a month in

to day in an industry where

alimony. Instead, he stabbed her

secrets are currency, Ava's lips

in the garage while their

were tightly sealed about what

daughter watched TV upstairs. A

was happening between her and

JUDGE: TARGETED The only

Hugh - until she began to make

person Mack hated more than his

her confessions. Confessions of A

wife was the family court judge

Millionaire's Mistress is the true

who presided over their divorce.

story of an innocent young

So, after killing his wife, he

woman who found herself swept

loaded his gun and went after the

into a passionate, irresistible

judge... and headed for Mexico

romance with a charismatic,

with a stash of concealed

wealthy, powerful man who is

weapons. A KILLER: WANTED

used to getting what he wants -

So began an international

whatever the cost.

manhunt for a rage-filled

Love Her to Death John Glatt

fugitive-featured on "America's

2012-04-24 Love Her to Death:

Most Wanted"-that eventually

The True Story of a Millionaire

ended in Mack's capture. In a
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dramatic trial, the public would

how wrong he is about her!

learn shocking details of the

Pleasure, Pregnancy and a

swinging lifestyle that ended his

Proposition Heidi Rice 2009-03-01

marriage, the ugly divorce that

Sexy millionaire aristocrat Luke

fueled his anger, and the final

Devereaux showed up at Louisa's

straw that triggered his bloody

office, marched her to a doctor

spree.

and demanded she take a

The Tycoon's Blackmailed

pregnancy test! Much to her

Mistress Maxine Sullivan

complete shock and horror, it was

2019-04-26 Danielle gets a notice

positive! Nearly three months

of outstanding payment from

before, Luke had shown Louisa a

wealthy businessman Flynn

night of pleasure she could never

Donovan, but she has no

have imagined—and which

knowledge of the loan! So she

would never be repeated. But

takes the letter to his office and is

the dramatic consequences meant

stunned by how attractive he is,

Luke was now demanding

and equally shocked by how

marriage—and his proposition

cruel and callous he is. He

came with a tantalizing promise:

explains that her late husband

more nights of unbelievable

took out a loan for two hundred

pleasure….

thousand dollars. Danielle had no

Love in the Outback Deb Hunt

idea! Meanwhile Flynn tells her

2014-05-01 The true story of an

that he’s already heard all about

unlikely romance in the

her… He’s convinced she’s a gold

Australian outback. At forty-nine,

digger who goes through men

Deb Hunt stopped dating men. It

one after another. He demands

was just too painful. The men she

that she pay him back in full

loved didn't love her back. When

right away or become his

she found herself stalking her last

mistress. Little does he know

boyfriend, who'd become
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engaged to another woman, Deb

landlady, Clancy, passes away,

knew it was time to make

she agrees to stay until Bennett,

changes. From her home in the

Clancy’s grandson, can return to

UK, she applied for a job in

Australia. Over long-distance calls

Australia - a PR assistant with

with him, Nora soon realizes that,

the Royal Flying Doctor Service.

while Bennett may be her polar

She packed up her London home,

opposite, he’s just as lost,

said goodbye to everything that

emotionally, as she is. Still, when

was familiar, and headed down

they finally meet, it’s the

under. There she encountered a

incredible spark between them

land she never imagined and met

that truly stuns her. Could he

a man unlike any other - a Royal

give her the forever home she

Flying Doctor Service legend. He

actually needs—with him? “I

was a deeply practical, reasonable,

thoroughly enjoyed this book. It

steady, conservative person - in

was a real Italian adventure…a

other words, the polar opposite of

winner for me. This was a

Deb. He wanted a relationship.

wonderful end to the [A]

She wanted to flee. This is the

Fairytale Summer[!] series.” -

story of what happens when you

Goodreads on Dream Vacation,

finally ditch your life-long

Surprise Baby “A great read. I

dreams of romance, only to

loved the pace and plot. I didn’t

discover that reality is not such a

want to put this down…. I loved

bad place after all.

the characters and the ins and

The Millionaire's Melbourne

outs of this book and I highly

Proposal Ally Blake 2021-08-24

recommend it.” -Goodreads on

New landlord… …New love?

Crazy About Her Impossible Boss

Free-spirited Nora never

Old Margaret Henry Kingsley

expected Melbourne to be her

1895

forever home. But when her

Where There's a Will Sulari
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Gentill 2022-01-18 2021 NED

clock—and his luck—run out. A

KELLY AWARD NOMINEE,

deft blend of history and

BEST CRIME FICTION Hell

mystery, WHERE THERE'S A

hath no fury like a family

WILL offers an alternately

disinherited... American

charming and chilling snapshot of

millionaire Daniel Cartwright has

Boston and New York in the

been shot dead: three times in

1930s, with cameo appearances

the chest, and once in the head.

by luminaries of the day

His body is found in Harvard

including Marion Davies,

Yard, dressed in evening attire.

Randolph Hearst, Errol Flynn,

No one knows who he planned

Scott and Zelda Fitzgerald, and an

to meet there, or why the

arrogantly ardent Joe Kennedy,

staunch Oxford man would be

who proves no match for

caught dead at Harvard—literally.

Rowly's sculptress friend Edna...

Australian Rowland Sinclair, his

In the Australian Billionaire's

mate from Oxford and longtime

Arms Margaret Way 2011-04-01

friend, is named executor of the

Sonya Erickson is the talk of

will, to his great surprise—and

Sydney's social elite.Who is the

that of Danny's family. Events

dazzling young florist on the arm

turn downright ugly when the

of the aging billionaire? David

will all but disinherits Danny's

Wainwright can understand the

siblings in favor of one Otis

fascination, but he won't let some

Norcross, whom no one knows or

fortune seeker take advantage of

is able to locate. Amidst assault,

his uncle. Sydney was supposed

kidnapping, and threats of

to be the perfect place for Sonya

slander, Rowly struggles to

to lie low, until an innocent

understand Danny's motives, find

friendship catapulted her into the

the missing heir, and identify his

spotlight. David's a powerful

friend's killer before the

enemy, but it's her own
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attraction to him that's more

Donovan had devised the perfect

terrifying. Sonya's afraid that

plan. Knowing Danielle Ford

once she's in his arms she won't

would have no other means of

want to run again….

settling her late husband's debt,

Australian Millionaires Maxine

Flynn called in his loan. And

Sullivan 2014-09-01 The

blackmailed her into becoming

Millionaire's Secret Revenge

his mistress. Then he discovered

Millionaire Brant Matthews's

Danielle was pregnant...with his

desire for his secretary only fully

enemy's child. The Executive's

ignited when she became

Vengeful Seduction Damien

engaged to his business partner.

Trent's time for revenge was at

Brant knew Kia was not in love

hand. The Australian

with the other man and set out to

businessman had bided his time,

discover what game she was

waiting for Gabrielle Kane to

playing. A startling request to be

return. She'd dared to leave his

a "pretend fiancee" allowed Kia a

bed years ago without a

respite from Brant's relentless

word...but now she needed him

pursuit. Surely he wouldn't

if she was to save her family's

seduce her believing she

company. And Damien would

belonged to another man. But Kia

lend his help...but his price was

had severely underestimated

Gabrielle's hand in marriage.

how much Brant wanted her...or

With five years of waiting

the revenge he would evoke

behind him, Damien had no plans

when he revealed her

on making this a marriage in

engagement ruse. The Tycoon's

name only.

Blackmailed Mistress What

Reunited with the Millionaire

better revenge for betrayal than

Rachel Armstrong 2022-03-01 'A

taking possession of the betrayer's

tender second-chance romance.

wife? Rich, powerful Flynn

Rachel Armstrong has a fresh,
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unique voice.' - USA Today

the Whitsundays originally

bestselling author Alyssa J.

planned for two. But when he

Montgomery Amidst pristine

runs into the girl he let get away

beaches, gorgeous hikes and

ten years ago, he impulsively

breathtaking sunsets in the

invites her to come with him. A

Whitsundays, can Mirabella

tropical vacation with an old

convince the man she's always

friend who looks like she needs

loved to open his heart to her and

cheering up sounds perfect.

her child? All Mirabella Goldring

When sparks start to fly, both

wants is a family. So when she

Mirabella and Lincoln wonder if

falls pregnant to her boyfriend of

this might be something more.

six months, it's not the end of the

But there's one problem: After

world. Until she arrives in

his own cold childhood living

Sydney to surprise him and is

with a stepfather who didn't love

met by his wife. Pregnant, alone,

him, Lincoln swore he would

and facing her biggest fear-

never adopt another man's child

becoming a single mother-

... and Mirabella is now a package

Mirabella heads back to the

deal.

airport to return home to

DATING THE MILLIONAIRE

Melbourne. The last person she

DOCTOR Marion Lennox

expects to encounter is her high

2018-05-24 After a wildfire broke

school sweetheart, now

out, Tori buried herself in her

millionaire CEO, Lincoln

work as a wild animal

Crawford. Lincoln is also down

veterinarian. Until her friend

on his luck. Recently separated

dragged her out to participate in

from his wife, he has given up

a speed-dating event where she

his dreams of a family and is

met Jake, a rich and handsome

ready to live a life of solo

doctor. At first his personality

adventure; starting with a trip to

was off-putting, but after
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running into him again and

autobiographies and memoirs of

spending more time with him,

journalists, fiction, guidebooks,

his true charming personality

and trade magazines. Arguments

begins to show. Despite putting

for “professional journalism” did

up a wall around her heart, Tori

not resonate with the workaday

can’t help but desire Jake’s love.

journalists examined here. These

But their worlds are just too

news workers were more

different for them to be

concerned with following a

together?Jake, too, has personal

personal rather than a

struggles he’s going through.

professional code of ethics, and

Tori decides she wants a night to

implemented their own work

remember him by, so she gives

rules. Some of those rules

in to her emotions and rushes

governed “delinquent” behavior.

into his embrace. But can Tori

While scholars have traced some

really let Jake go after spending

of the connections between

the night with him?

beginning journalists and

Before Journalism Schools

learning opportunities, Sumpter

Randall S. Sumpter 2018-06-29

shows that much more can be

Randall Sumpter questions the

discovered, with implications for

dominant notion that reporters

understanding the development

entering the field in the late

of journalistic professionalism and

nineteenth century relied on an

present-day instances of

informal apprenticeship system

journalistic behavior.

to learn the rules of journalism.

From India with Love Latika

Drawing from the experiences of

Bourke 2015-05-01 Latika Bourke

more than fifty reporters, he

was adopted from India, aged

argues that cub reporters could

eight months. Growing up in

and did access multiple sources of

Bathurst, New South Wales she

instruction, including

felt a deep connection to her
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Australian home and her

photographer Chris Malone is fed

Australian family. It wasn't until

up with fame and disaster. All he

she heard her name uttered in

wants is anonymity and a chance

the hit movie Slumdog

to recharge. Suburban journalist

Millionaire that Latika recognised

Ellie Flannery has other ideas. If

she knew nothing of her Indian

she can just convince her long-

roots, the world she was born

time idol to support her favorite

into and what she could have

cause, she knows her fund-raiser

become had she not been brought

will be a huge success. After

to Australia as a baby. As Latika

refusing at first, Chris decides to

carved out a successful career for

co-operate. When he’s forced to

herself as an award-winning

defend his own reputation as

political journalist, she became

well as his family’s, he decides he

more and more curious about her

wants something from the

heritage and what it meant to be

idealistic and sexy-but-doesn’t-

born in India and raised in

know-it Ms Flannery Ellie in

Australia. And so began a deeply

return: her heart. But Ellie has

personal and sometimes

scars that no one has ever seen,

confronting journey back to her

and she doesn’t want to open

birthplace to unravel the

herself up to anyone, much less a

mysteries of her heritage. From

man with such an unflinching

India with Love is a beautiful

eye for the truth. Can Chris

story of finding your place in the

convince her to strip herself bare,

world and finding peace with the

in more ways than one?

path that led you there.

The Millionaire's Melbourne

The Marriage of Esther Guy

Proposal/Second Chance to Wear

Boothby 1895

His Ring Ally Blake 2021-07-21

The Millionaire Victoria Purman

The Millionaire's Melbourne

2015-04-28 Renowned

Proposal - Ally Blake New
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landlord...new love? Free-

seek treatment in Addis Ababa,

spirited Nora never expected

but he's resolved to keep his

Melbourne to be her forever

heart firmly off-limits. A promise

home. But, when her landlady,

that is tested when their journey

Clancy, passes away, she agrees to

brings them closer than ever

stay until Bennet - Clancy's

before...

grandson - can return to

Australian Millionaires - 3 Book

Australia. Nora soon realises, over

Box Set Maxine Sullivan

long-distance calls, that whilst

2014-09-01 The Millionaire's

Bennet may be her polar

Secret Revenge Millionaire

opposite...he's just as lost,

Brant Matthews's desire for his

emotionally, as she is. Still, when

secretary only fully ignited

they finally meet, it's the

when she became engaged to his

incredible spark between them

business partner. Brant knew Kia

that truly stuns her. Could he

was not in love with the other

give her the forever home she

man and set out to discover what

actually needs - with him?

game she was playing. A

Second Chance To Wear His

startling request to be a "pretend

Ring - Hana Sheik A forgotten

fiancee" allowed Kia a respite

past...could pave the way to

from Brant's relentless pursuit.

forever! When millionaire

Surely he wouldn't seduce her

Mansur Ali is called urgently

believing she belonged to

home to Somaliland, he's shocked

another man. But Kia had

to find the woman who broke his

severely underestimated how

heart needs his help. After an

much Brant wanted her...or the

accident, Amal has lost many

revenge he would evoke when

memories...including Manny's

he revealed her engagement

marriage proposal and her

ruse. The Tycoon's Blackmailed

rejection! Manny will help her

Mistress What better revenge for
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betrayal than taking possession of

Maxine Sullivan 2011-05-01 Tate

the betrayer's wife? Rich,

Chandler had never wanted a

powerful Flynn Donovan had

woman as much as he'd wanted

devised the perfect plan.

Gemma Watkins—until the day

Knowing Danielle Ford would

she'd betrayed him. Yet when

have no other means of settling

he learned they had a son, he

her late husband's debt, Flynn

demanded Gemma marry him,

called in his loan. And

or he'd fight for custody. Tate

blackmailed her into becoming

was a man of honor—he'd create

his mistress. Then he discovered

a family for his heir, even if it

Danielle was pregnant...with his

meant marrying a woman he

enemy's child. The Executive's

couldn't trust. Their marriage

Vengeful Seduction Damien

was about duty, nothing more.

Trent's time for revenge was at

But Gemma's beauty tempted

hand. The Australian

him to make her his wife in

businessman had bided his time,

every way. Could he lure her

waiting for Gabrielle Kane to

back into his bed without letting

return. She'd dared to leave his

her back into his heart?

bed years ago without a

The C.O.O. Must Marry Maxine

word...but now she needed him

Sullivan 2009-02-01 What would

if she was to save her family's

compel millionaire playboy Nick

company. And Damien would

Valente to marry a woman he

lend his help...but his price was

hadn't seen in years? Blackmail,

Gabrielle's hand in marriage.

of course. To keep his family

With five years of waiting

home, Nick must marry the

behind him, Damien had no plans

woman of his father's choosing:

on making this a marriage in

Sasha Blake, a long-ago flame.

name only.

Sasha had been barely out of her

Secret Son, Convenient Wife

teens, but there had been
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nothing immature about her

would extract when he

then—or his desire for her. Now

discovered her ruse. The

she would be his wife, and Nick

Tycoon's Blackmailed Mistress

would be free to make love to

What better revenge for betrayal

her as often and any way he

than taking possession of the

liked. But there was one nagging

betrayer's wife? Rich, powerful

question in his mind… He knew

Flynn Donovan knew Danielle

his reasons for agreeing to this

Ford would have no other means

marriage…what were hers?

of settling her late husband's

Australian Millionaires Maxine

debt, so he blackmailed her into

Sullivan 2012-07 The

becoming his mistress. Then he

Millionaire's Seductive Revenge

discovered Danielle was

Millionaire Brant Matthews's

pregnant...The Executive's

desire for his secretary only fully

Vengeful Seduction Australian

ignited when she became

businessman Damien Trent's

engaged to his business partner.

time for revenge was at hand.

Brant knew Kia was not in love

Gabrielle Kane had dared to leave

with the other man and set out to

his bed years ago without a

discover what game she was

word...but now she needed him

playing. But Kia had severely

if she was to save her family's

underestimated how much Brant

company. And Damien would

wanted her and the revenge he

lend his help...but his price was
Gabrielle's hand in marriage.
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